
Alessandra Branca

Lonni Paul
FOR DURALEE
L.A.-based designer 
Lonni Paul’s  latest 
collection of fabrics  
for Duralee has a 
superpower. The 
fashionable upholstery 
wovens shrug off  
stains with the might  
of Crypton Home 
technology. Timeless 
design is a common 
thread throughout  
the offerings, ranging  
from a playful large-
scale argyle to tweed-
like body cloths.  
The influence of the 
California coast comes 
through in a clean, 
uncluttered, and natural 
aesthetic featuring an 
array of tones. Pure 
white, ivory, beige, and 
hints of soft blush tell 
one side of the color 
story, indigo and 
charcoal the other. 
(duralee.com)
—Emily Benda

Lisa McDennon
FOR HINKLEY LIGHTING
Designer Lisa McDennon puts an artful 
twist on organic coastal California style 
in her debut collection for Hinkley 
Lighting. “All of the lights have a 
sculptural essence,” McDennon says, 
especially “Nula,” above. Its chalk-white 
exterior pays homage to the designer’s 
“obsession” with ceramics while its  
gold interior adds definition—and a 
flattering glow. (hinkleylighting.com)
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Rome-born, Chicago-based designer Alessandra Branca brings 
the glimmering hues of a Tuscan sunset to embroidered detail on 
her capsule collection of bed linens for Sferra. The Casa Branca 
collection features four patterns, including “Intreccio,” Italian for 
“weave.” It’s inspired by the artisan-minded Branca’s passion for 
classic Japanese and American basketwork. (sferra.com)
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Daniel Germani
Using ancient kauri wood unearthed in New 
Zealand, architect and designer Daniel Germani 
crafted “DeKauri,” a freestanding vanity, for 
Cosentino and Italian furniture maker Riva 1920. 
Juxtaposing the wood is a sleek washbasin made 
of Dekton surfacing. A faucet from Fantini Rubinetti 
and lighting from Juniper Design complete the 
look. (riva1920.it) —Sally Finder Weepie

Joana  
Aranha  

FOR BUNAKARA
After years of globe-trotting, 
Joana Aranha realized that 

everything she wanted couldn’t be found. 
That inspired her to launch her own textiles 

and furniture company, Bunakara. Now  
she makes the pieces that were previously 

only seen in her mind’s eye. The unique 
“Fingerprint” chair in ultramarine blue, for 
example, is made of Indian acacia wood, 

and one lacquered leg features a decorative 
beaded detail. (bunakara.com)

Garnet
Hill  
GIVEAWAY
It’s the season for living 
with linen. Here’s a chance 
to score yours. Enter to 
win a Garnet Hill shopping 
spree and a trip to the 
Hamptons. Ten winners 
get a $100 Garnet Hill  
gift card. One grand prize 
winner gets a trip for two 
to the Hamptons in July 
and $200 in Garnet Hill 
gift cards. 
TraditionalHome.com/
GarnetHill

Tracy 
Glover 
Pulled like taffy on a hot summer 
day, the glassworks crafted by 
Tracy Glover in her Rhode Island 
studio are truly tantalizing. And 
now scraps left over each night 
after she’s made lamps, pendants, 
and other objects have found a 
beautiful use—as raw material 
for the colorful tumblers in her 
End of Day collection. Keeping 
with that spirit of environmental 

awareness, Glover will 
donate 10 percent of 
the proceeds from 
this collection to  
the Environmental 
Defense Action Fund. 
(tracygloverstudio.com)
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Pigeon  
& Poodle
Summer calls for long, languid 
nights out on the patio. 
Illuminated by the warm glow 
from Pigeon & Poodle’s “Baden” 
hurricane, you can sip cool 
drinks to your heart’s content. 
The lantern’s full-grain camel 
leather wrapping brings a touch 
of sophistication to a casual 
outdoor meal. Add a few to the 
table, and you’re set for a night 
of fun among friends. 
(pigeonandpoodle.com)

Ngala Trading Co.
Pulling from a vibrant artist collective in South Africa, Ngala Trading Co. 
introduces the Ardmore collection. The line, which features pillows and 
table linens, was inspired by the designs of Africa’s iconic Ardmore 
Ceramic Art. Pillows include velvet “Monkey Bean,” above left, and silk 
“Lovebird Leopard,” cut and sewn in Johannesburg. (ngalatrading.com)

Mr.  
Brown  
London
London may be calling, but this light fixture  
by Mr. Brown London never strays from  
island time. The “Triton” chandelier’s nautical 
aesthetic, glammed up with an Aztec Gold 
finish, transports onlookers to the sandy white 
beach of their dreams. (mrbrownhome.com)

Thomas 
Pheasant  
FOR BAKER
Available in three glass-top 
finishes—Graphite, Ice, and 
Mica, below—the “Blade 
Single Table” with bronze 
detail and oil-rubbed brass 
base, part of designer Thomas 
Pheasant’s fifth collection for 
Baker, allows personalization  
to suit your interior. “It was 
designed as a singular piece  
to be arranged in endless 
combinations when set in 
multiples,” he says. 
(bakerfurniture.com)   
—Clara Haneberg

Amanda 
Lindroth
Lounging on her deck in Nassau, 
Amanda Lindroth let daydreams 
wash over her like the gentle 
tropical breeze. Visions of elegant 
1960s Palm Beach dinner parties 
and ladies clad in brightly colored 
frocks danced in her head. Out  
of this spark grew the Island Table 
collection, which includes this 
drinkware set wrapped in seagrass 
and dyed to match the alluring 
aquamarine waters of the 
Caribbean. (amandalindroth.com)
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PFM Rug
Moroccan souks hide many treasures. People 
wind in and out of marketplace stalls like snakes 
before a charmer. That memorable vision takes 
new form in a mesmerizing abaca rug collection 
by Adam Charlap Hyman for Patterson Flynn 
Martin. (pattersonflynnmartin.com)

Nest Studio
Just as the hala tree has long been part of 
Hawaiian life, its leaves, called lauhala, are at the 
heart of island weaving. Now, Hawaiian fiber 
artists Ku + Moe give the ancient art a fresh spin 
with the Lauhala collection of luxury hardware 
for Nest Studio. (neststudiocollection.com)
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